
Summertime calls for

DYNAMITE®!
From Rowan Emrys, Bronze Director,

Fort Collins, CO

We simply could not live with-

out this incredible DYNAMITE® product

line! 

The All Natural Shampoo is

the ONLY cleanser we use on hair,

face, bodies and even wounds;

because of its concentration, it dilutes

down to a really cost-effective level and

absolutely no toxins anywhere in sight.

The matching Conditioner also makes

a great skin moisturizer, especially if a

bit of oil is added. Of course the Tan-O-

the-Isles works as a marvelous skin

conditioner, too, for dry or mature skin

at any time of year, but it keeps John’s

skin more supple in the summer sun

than when he forgets it.

We drink the Catalyst Water

daily along with our ElixirTM. Although

we do not, some of our downline add

the Catalyst Water to their horse water

tanks, especially in summer when the

algae can become so problematic. Sort

of miraculously clears everything up!

And for those who add Koi to their

tanks, the Catalyst Water is super for

them, too! Along with our

ElixirTM/Catalyst Water combo, we

have found the addition of about 1 tea-

spoon of DynaSparkTM per 64 oz jug of

our mixed “Miracle Water” is especially

helpful in the summer heat (we take the

risk of consuming non-human grade

products). John simply does not fatigue

even working through the hottest days.

Of course we do stick to its original use

as a horse electrolyte and have seen it

make enormous differences in some

rescue horses. They were able to

recover, get that DYNAMITE® sparkle in

their eyes and gain weight far faster

than before. As for me, I go ahead and

add VitalityTM each day, which gives

me the extra phytochemicals my sys-

tem seems to require; it can really bring

me out of my occasional wipe-outs.

DynaShieldTM is a necessity

with our summer flies and mosquitoes

for both humans and some of our hors-

es; we found it to work better than any-

thing else we have tried in the natural

possibilities. I keep an empty

ReleaseTM bottle filled with the DS mix

in my bathroom to spray on me during

the day. Our mosquitoes do some fancy

dive-bombing techniques, and I am

really allergic to them.

The DYNAMITE® Melaleuca Oil

(Tea Tree) with its ideal cineol:terpinen

ratio is one of John’s favorites for his

feet and it makes an absolutely fabu-

lous wound spray when mixed with

olive oil...we’ve seen it reverse severe

tissue necrosis and used it when our

gelding skinned his cannon down into

the bone; he made a perfect recovery

within 3 months.

I use the Miracle Clay weekly

as a facial masque and we take a bit

internally if we have over-indulged at

the table. Our daughter used it as a

poultice on a very nasty black widow

bite and the huge swelling and discol-

oration were gone by the next day. It

has also worked wonders on some

client horses with severe diarrhea and

ulcers. Once the Clay did its thing, we

followed up with an ExcelTM cleanse. In

fact, all our animals get their daily

ExcelTM.

RelaxTM has proven a savior

for Eric our GSD, who is terrified of

thunderstorms and for helping anyone

in times of stress. You would probably

have to tie me up to take my last

ReleaseTM! That is our first ‘first-aid’ for

simply everything. I use it many times a

day for my computer eyes as it gets the

red out immediately...yes, it goes right

into my eyes. Takes care of both ten-

sion and sinus headaches; we use it on

acupressure points for massage;

reduced pain and swelling on John’s

badly sprained ankle almost immediate-

ly; spray it on ‘nervy’ muscles when my

PPS kicks up; use it on my face every

morning before my cream goes on and

every afternoon for a quick lift; etc,

etc....could probably go on all day

about Release! The TranquilTM spray

stops virtually all my muscle spasms (I

have Post Polio Syndrome) and makes

a super ‘sleeping pill’ if necessary and

has lessened the need for large

amounts anesthesia during gelding pro-

cedures.

SolaceTM is a colloidal silver

preparation almost miraculous in its

properties, too. While a neti pot used

daily with a pinch of NTM SaltTM keeps

most sinus stuff away, every once in a

while it helps to add some SolaceTM in

there if something feels like it’s begin-

ning. We also use it for all animals and

humans alike in lieu of almost all anti-

biotics both topically and internally. It

and Trace Minerals Concentrate are

absolute mainstays in our medicine

chest. Not only does the TMC stop

bleeding on various wounds, it also

takes care of insect bites (the ones

who chomp if we have forgotten the

DynaShieldTM) and even the few ‘cold

sore’ eruptions that still show up occa-

sionally. Taken internally at the very first

sign of being at all out of sorts, it just

sort of energizes the system so no

symptoms of anything appear.

It is my belief that the Wound

BalmTM is misnamed because it works

on so much more than wounds! John

and I use it nightly on hands and feet

and I also use it as a night cream for

my 60 yr old face. My massage thera-

pist, when not using the Tan-O-the-

Isles on me as a massage lotion, uses

the Balm on congested areas with

great results. When John sprained his

ankle so badly, between the ReleaseTM

and the BalmTM, he was able to walk in

3 days and it virtually negated all scar-

ring on RC’s badly injured cannon.

John carries the Wound SalveTM

around the farm to slap on all sorts of

little nicks and scrapes that seem to be

a part of farm life.

As I said in the beginning, we

simply could not live without these ter-

rific products. Thanks DYNAMITE®!
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